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 Plants are among the earth's most valuable and beautiful products of nature. Plants play 
a vital role to mankind's endurance. Plant recognition or classification has a broad 
application prospective in agriculture and medicine, and is especially significant to the 
bio-diversity research. Shape of plant leaves is one of the most important features for 
characterizing various plants visually. About 50% of ayurvedic medicines are prepared 
using plant leaves and many of these plant species are put in a danger group. So many 
plants are at the risk of extinction. Hence, it is necessary to set up a database for plant 
protection. Various methods are used to automate the leaf recognition for plant 
classification. The consequence from this study is to introduce more external factors for 
consideration when experimenting real world sampling for leaf recognition and is 
achieved through classification. We first categorize the different types of images and 
then use a variety of novel preprocessing methods. Correlation based feature selection 
(CFS) measures subset features worth/merit in this paper. The features are extracted and 
classified using MLP, NCS-FFNN and NCS-FFNN with Genetic Algorithm. Neural 
networks are widely used in the pattern recognition. The proposed neural network 
classification accuracy is compared with MLP, with and without optimization. In this 
paper, a proposed Normalized Cubic Spline Feed Forward Neural Network (NCS - 
FFNN) is optimized using Genetic Algorithm to optimize the weight of the network 
during training. The results obtained using proposed NCS-FFNN with GA optimization 
for a nine class problem yields an accuracy 94.81% 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Plant leaves shape is an important features that characterizing plants visually. As many face extinction, it is 
necessary to set up a plant protection database. Leaf recognition is important in plant classification. Plants 
identification is based on flowers and fruits. Plant recognition/classification has application prospective in 
agriculture and medicine and is significant to biology diversity research. But these three dimensional objects 
increase complexity. About 400,000 plant species exist of which botanists have identified and 270,000 species. 
Further plant research is complicated (Chi, 2006)] as it is impossible for any botanist/non-professional 
researcher to identify a little more than the overall number of named species. Recently, information technology 
including image processing and pattern recognition techniques were used to automate plant leaf shape 
classification (Wang et al., 2008; Belhumeur et al., 2008; Chaki and Parekh, 2011; Thuiller et al., 2009 and 
Cope et al., 2010). 
 Fruit and flower based plant identification need morphological features like number of flower stamens and 
ovaries in fruits. Identifying plants thus is time consuming task and possible only through trained botanists. 
Additionally to such a task, there are other drawbacks in plant identification using features like unavailability of 
required morphological information and using botanical terms understood only by experts. Leaves can be 
collected in all seasons, while flowers are available only when they bloom. Plant leaves shape is an important 
feature to characterize plants visually (Zulkifliet al., 2011). As they are of a two-dimensional nature they suit 
machine processing. So leaves are used for computer-aided plant classification. 
 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) consists of many interconnected processing elements linked by weighted 
connections inspired by biological neurons. Learning in a biological system is through training or exposure to an 
input/output data set where a training algorithm adjusts weights iteratively. ANN are good pattern recognition 
engines and robust classifiers deciding about imprecise input data (Master, 1993) trained using Back 
Propagation Algorithm. Figure 1 reveals a block diagram representing an ANN. 
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Fig. 1: Representation of an Artificial Neural Network. 
 
 Input and target vectors train a network to approximate a function, associate input vectors with specific 
output vectors, or classify input vectors appropriately as defined by us. Biased networks, a sigmoid layer, and a 
linear output layer can approximate a function with a finite discontinuities number. Back propagation refers to 
how a gradient is computed for nonlinear multilayer networks (Hagan et al.,1996). Trained back propagation 
networks provide reasonable answers when presented with earlier unseen inputs. Usually, a new input leads to 
an output similar to a correct output for input vectors in training similar to a new input being presented. This 
generalization ensures the possibility of training a network on a representative input/target pairs set resulting in 
good results without having to train the network on all input/output pairs. 
 Genetic algorithms (GAs) / ANNs are learning and optimization techniques adopted from biological 
systems. Neural networks use inductive learning requiring samples whereas GAs uses deductive learning 
needing objective evaluation. Synergism between both techniques is applicable to enhance each technique’s 
performance in an evolutionary neural network. Use of GAs as an alternative learning technique instead of 
gradient descent methods like error backpropagation has attracted interest recently. Supervised learning 
algorithms suffer from chances of being trapped on suboptimal solutions. GAs enables learning to escape from 
local minima entrapment when a backpropagation algorithm suffers premature convergence. GA rapidly locates 
region of optimal performance after which gradient descent backpropagation is applied to the region. GAs was 
also studied as generalized structure/parameter learning in neural systems (Vishwakarma, 2012).  
 Sandeep Kumar (2012) utilized Neural Network (NN) for classification of two betel leaves species. The 
procedure included a blend of machine vision and machine intelligence to ensure classification. Machine vision 
uses image processing where features like width, color histogram and gray histogram are extracted and then fed 
to machine intelligence which through use of ANN ensures classification. Kadiret al.,(2012) improved leaf 
identification system performance using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) which involved combining 
features derived from leaf shape, vein, color, and texture. PCA was included in identification systems to convert 
features into orthogonal features with results being then inputted to the classifier which used Probabilistic 
Neural Network (PNN). This was tested on two datasets, Foliage and Flavia, containing various color (foliage 
plants) and green leaves respectively. Results showed PCA increasing leaf identification system accuracy on 
both datasets. Singh et al.,(2010) presented three plant classification procedures based on leaf shape - SVM-
BDT, PNN and Fourier moment technique - to solve multiclass problems. The three techniques were applied to 
a database of 1600 leaf shapes from 32 different classes, where most classes had 50 similar leaf samples. The 
proposed work used three techniques to compare leaf classification performance: Probabilistic Neural Network 
with principal component analysis, Support Vector Machine utilizing Binary Decision Tree and Fourier 
Moment. SVM based Binary Decision Tree architecture used efficient computation of the decision tree 
architecture and high SVM classification accuracy advantageously. This could lead to rapid recognition speed 
improvement when handling issues with large number of classes. Classification results of all three techniques 
when compared revealed that SVM-BDT performed better than Fourier and PNN techniques.    
 Pandolfiet al.,(2009) presented a BPNN to classify Seventeen tea accessions of Chinese, Assamic, and Shan 
tea groups, all either commercially planted or new promising tea germplasm. Digital image analysis ensured that 
14 phyllometric parameters were qualitatively and quantitatively investigated. using digital image analysis. 
Accessions were discriminated by a ANN for univocal plant identification with a hierarchical cluster analysis 
being performed to build a dendrogram reporting intra relationships. Results proved investigated tea 
morphotypes diversity from PhuTho province based on morphological screening. Also ANN performed correct 
identification for most accessions with simple dedicated instruments. In this paper, a feed forward neural 
network is used to automate the leaf recognition for plant classification. The classification accuracy of the 
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proposed Normalized Cubic Spline Feed Forward Neural Network (NCS- FFNN) is compared with RBF, CART 
and MLP. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Feature selection: 
 Correlation based feature selection (CFS) measures subset features worth/merit. The algorithm works on the 
basis that a “good feature subset has highly correlated features which are uncorrelated to each other”. CFS 
searches features using greedy step wise. It performs a greedy forward/backward search through attribute 
subsets space. Beginning with nothing, all attributes from an arbitrary point in space where feature subset is 
formed. The algorithm stops when addition/deletion of remaining attributes leads to lower evaluation. CFS also 
produces a ranked attributes list by crossing space from one side to the other and recording attribute selection 
order. 
 
Classification: 
NCS Feed Forward Neural Network (NCS-FFNN): 
 Spline-based NN is built with generalized sigmoidal (GS) neuron, having adaptive parametric spline 
activation function (Guarnieri et al.,1995). Spline activation is easy to implement as it also retains sigmoids 
squashing property and smoothing characteristics. MLP built using spline activation function are universal 
approximators with smaller structural complexity. 
 The spline activation function reproduces the shape of whole cubic spline along the directions specified by 
wj, j=1,..,n(Vecciet al.,1998). 
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 This learning combines - as complimentary tools - inductive learning through synaptic weight adjustment 
and deductive learning through network topology modification to obtain automatic system knowledge 
adaptation of domain environment. Thus hybrid systems can find both weights and architecture of a neural 
network, including layers number, processing elements per layer and intra processing elements connectivity. To 
summarize, GAs are used in neural networks for training connections weights, designing network structure and 
locating an optimal learning rule. 
 
Genetic algorithm: 
 Algorithms are stochastic search techniques guiding solution populations to an optimum through evolution 
principles and natural genetics (Goldberg, 1989). Recently, genetic algorithms are popular optimization tools for 
many research areas, including system control, control design, science and engineering.  
 Genetic algorithms are inspired by population evolution. Individuals who fit a particular environment will 
be able to survive, handing their descendantsits chromosomes, while less fit individuals become extinct. GA 
aims to use simple representations to encode complex structures and simple operations to improve them. 
Genetic algorithms therefore are characterized by representation and operators. An individual chromosome is 
represented by a binary string in an original GA. Bits of each string are called genes and their values alleles. An 
individual chromosome group is called a population. Basic genetic operators include reproduction, crossover 
and mutation (Whitley, 1995). GA can handle problems where objective function is discontinuous or non-
differentiable, non-convex, multimodal or noisy. As algorithms operate on a population instead of single point 
in search space, they climb peaks in parallel reducing chances of finding local minima. 
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 GAs is used as generalized structure/parameter learning in neural systems. This learning combines as 
complimentary tools both inductive learning through synaptic weight adjustment and deductive learning through 
network topology modification to obtain automatic system knowledge adaptation of a domain environment. 
Such hybrid systems can find both weights and neural network architecture, including layers number, processing 
elements per layer and intra processing elements connectivity. To summarize, GAs were used in neural 
networks for training connection weights, designing network structure and locating an optimal learning rule. 
 GA undertakes neural network weight optimization. Neural network weights are encoded into 
chromosomes as a real numbers list (Montana and Davis, 1989). Assign chromosome weights to a given 
architecture’s network links, run network over examples training set and return sum of the squares of errors. 
Weights of initial population members are selected randomly with a probability distribution, different from 
initial probability weights distribution usually used in backpropagation, with a uniform distribution between -1.0 
and 1.0. 
The process of the proposed method for training weights for the neural network is shown below: 
Creation of the initial population chromosomes 
for (all training data) 
for (all weights) 
for (i = 1 : 50) 
- Evaluate the fitness of all the chromosomes of the population. 
- The best chromosomes will be selected to reproduce, using mutation and crossover. 
- With the new chromosomes created from the fittest of the previous generation, a new generation is created. 
end for  
Evaluate the fitness for all the chromosomes of the population. 
Select the fittest chromosome of the population 
as the new weight. 
end for 
end for 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 Nine species of plant leaves were selected (Wu et al., 2007) with 15 samples for each plant species. Sample 
image of the plant leaves used is shown in Figure 2. The features are extracted and classified using MLP, 
proposed NCS-FFNN and proposed NCS-FFNN with GA. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Leaf samples used in this work. 
 
 Matlab was used to extract the features. The features extracted were used to train the classification 
algorithms. The features were classified using proposed NCS-FFNN which is optimized using GA to find the 
optimal weights for the neural network. The classification accuracy obtained is given in Table 1. Table 2 
tabulates the precision, recall and f Measure for various algorithms and compared with the proposed method. 
 
Table 1: Classification Accuracy. 

Technique Used Classification accuracy 
MLP 91.85% 

Proposed NCS FFNN 94.08% 
Proposed NCS FFNN with GA 94.81% 

 
Table 2: Precision, recall and f Measure. 

Technique Used Precision Recall f Measure 
MLP 0.92 0.919 0.919 

Proposed NCS FFNN 0.89 0.94 0.91 
Proposed NCS FFNN with GA 0.951 0.948 0.947 
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Table 3: Confusion matrix obtained for the proposed NCS-FFNN optimized with GA. 
a b c d e f g h i  

15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 
0 14 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 b 
0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 
0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 d 
1 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 0 e 
0 1 0 1 0 12 0 1 0 f 
0 0 0 1 0 0 13 0 1 g 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 h 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 i 

 
3. Conclusion: 
 In this paper, a proposed Normalized Cubic Spline Feed Forward Neural Network (NCS - FFNN) is 
optimized using Genetic Algorithm to optimize the weight of the network during training. The proposed neural 
network classification accuracy is compared with MLP, with and without optimization. Correlation feature 
selection is used to select features. Extracted features were trained with 10 fold cross validation and tested with 
MLP classifiers and the neural network. The obtained output using proposed NCS-FFNN with GA optimization 
for a nine class problem is satisfactory.  
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